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Introduction

In 1970, Kate Millett's Sexual Politics
, which
Catherine Rainwater and William Scheick called
a
"Cornerstone study," as well as publications like

The Dialectic of Sex and Mary
.E..e_yQnd The God The Father, helped generate

Shulamith Firestone's
Daly's

feminist awareness and promote the development of the

feminist movement in the United States (3).

Since then,

the female voice for social equality has grown rapidly.
As women writers of both fiction and non-fiction '

through a substantial number of works, extensively

describe the female experiences in family, marriage,

employment, and the women's movement, they seek to

establish female identity in contemporary literature.

Ethnic women writers, such as Alice Walker, Cynthia

Ozick, and Maxine Hong Kingston, with their unique

social status, are extremely dedicated to the feminist

and antiracist movement; they very often create the most

powerful and vital work.

As literature production

reflects the cultural environment which shapes writers'
minds, ethnic women writers, influenced by cultural
conflict, frequently express their feminist ide

8

through the topic of crossing cultur s.
Maxine Hong Kingston's

The Woman Warrior

(l 7 ) and

China Men (1977), both based on the author's cross
cultural experience, successfully present a group of
colorful figures, who cry out the author's anger at
These two books have proved King�ton

sexism and racism.

a talented writer, winning for her
popularity.

She was designated

Hawaii" by the Honpa Hongwanji

Woman Warrjor

and

China Men

high reputation and
''living Tr . ur�

f H n lu u;

wer

b.st-s

f

th 'b

lljng b

ks, and

the former was nominated to r ceive several national
book prizes.
In the form of autobiography, China Men is a book
focusing on the life of Chinese male immigrants from
Kingston's father's family in the United States.
Adaptation to American life is a predominant theme
And selfhood, developing an

through the whole book.

autonomous self, which is unimportant in China, becomes
a decisive cause in these newcomers' lives.

The Woman Warrior,

Kingston's other

autobiographical book, bringing myth and folklore
together, vividly narrates the memory of her childho d,
including the tales told by h.r m th.r,
n· l u n
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group of female characters, heroines or victims, through
the presentation of their inner world, reveals male
supremacy in the traditional Chinese culture, the
influence of cultural conflict, and the difficulty of
cultural transition and, finally, the importance of the
sense of selfhood in women·s liberation.

It is, Robert

Rolf says, "a work of feminist art, [which] captures the
intellectual mood of America in the 1970s, and registers
perhaps its greatest achievement" ( 7).

Critic �Jane

Kramer writes in great admiration:

[The Woman Warrior] is a brilliant memoir.

It

shocks us out of our facile rhetoric, past the
cliches of our obtuseness, back to the mystery
of a stubbornly, utterly foreign sensibility,
and I cannot think of another book since Andre
Malraux·s melancholy artifice, "La Tentation
de 1·occident," that even starts to do this.

The Woman Warrior is about being Chinese, in
the way th
being Irish.

"Port-~a · t of the Artist" is about
It is an inv stigati n of soul

not lands ,ape. ( 18)
American-born, but raised in a traditional Chine e
family, Kingston has been brought up under the influ nee
of two cultures.

This particular environment has

enabled her to learn about the cultural differenc s
between people's attitudes toward marriag , f·mily, th
role of man and woman, and the positl n
8

n ltdivi utl

in society.

Through the experience of her family and

herself, Kingston has realized the importance of
awakening female self-consciousness and confirming
female power in the man-dominated world.

She is

dedicated to the development of a feminist ideology, and
to the creation of public awareness of the feminist
position, for she "[has] always been a feminist," as she
confesses (Islas 16).

In Kingston's life, telling

stories becomes her most effective way to engender her
selfhood and to recognize her self-consciousness.
Through these stories she has contributed greatly to
contemporary American literature and the modern feminist
movement.
Three themes dominate

The Woman Warrior

the author's feminist ideal.

and present

First, traditional Chinese

culture devalues women, denies their identities,
deprives them of their rights and freedom, and makes
them become men's property.

Second, Chinese immigrants

experience painful cultural conflicts.

Because of the

influence of patriarchal culture and female sub-culture,
Chinese female immigrants have a particnlarly hard time
in the transition to American life; only those who
develop a strong senoe of selfhood become victors.
Third, selfhood is the key to liberation; with a strong
sense of selfhood, women can reg in th
their freedom, and become heroines.

9

r id ntity, win

Chapter I:

Role of Men and Women

in Traditional Chinese Culture

According to Sarah Grimke, "the history of mankind
is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations on the
part of man toward woman, having in direct object the
establishment of an absolute tyranny over her" (70).

In

a feudal society like traditional China, which has been
governed by the idea of male supremacy more than three
thousand years, women have suffered endless bitterness,
from female infanticide, footbinding, and childbride
sale to polygamy and wife pawning, all of which have
led to a painful and insecure life.

The no name aunt

and Moon Orchid, two protagonists in The

Woman

Warrior,

present a general picture of Chinese women's life in a
traditional society.

These women have no human rights

and no social status, and are merely regarded as
domestic servants and instruments for reproduction of
the species.
Before the success of the Communist rev lution in
1949, in traditional China, so called "old China," ev n
more than in most preindustrial societies, the
patriarchal, patrilineal and patril
nexus of the social system.

al family i

In this family, th

th
hu h nd

undertakes financial support, social contact, and
decision-making.

Thus he becomes the head of a family

and plays the dominant role in man-woman relationships,
for it is through him that the wife and the children
gain economic and social security and through male power
that the family survives.
In this family, filial piety and loyalty are
criteria indisputably required of and observed by the
family members, especially by the wife, for her place is
at home and her responsibilities are raising children,
doing domestic work, and above all, being loyal to her
husband.

She is assumed to be a home maker and her

virtue, not her beauty, is her most valuable quality.
Therefore, traditionally, an ideal woman has been
pictured as an angel:

pure, kind, loving, gentle,

peaceful and generous, spending most of her life taking
care of her home and raising the family, engaging in
religious, cultural, and philanthropic activities,
following a clear pattern set by her feminine
predecessors.
In sum, traditional culture makes man a leader and
woman a dependent follower.

In this society, Chinese

women have been exploited, oppressed and victimized for
over three thousand years.

Revealing this unjust

treatment is one of Kingston's primary

on ern

works.

"No Name Woman," the first r..:hapter

Warrior

which features Kingston·s sp
11

in h r

f '� JiQI n

ul tion , m rk ·

the prelude to the no name woman's fight against
traditional Chinese culture and customs.
The no name woman is Kingston's aunt.

She marries

a man who, shortly after the wedding, joins the Gold
Rush to the United State1:: which is called "the Gold
Mountain"

(Woman Warrior

3).

Young, attractive,

romantic and affectionate, she cannot put up with such a
Life without physical love

lonely life year after year.
certainly is not her ideal.

On some special occasions

like New Year·s Day and Spring Festival, she is tortured
by her dream of having a lover so intensely that she
curses her arranged marriage, and hates society for
depriving her of "a marvelous freeing of beauty"

Warrior 10).

(Woman

Eventually, compelled by physical

attraction to a man living in her village, she submits
herself to a love affair and later becomes pregnant:
She looked at a man because she liked the way
that hair was tucked behind his ears, or she
liked the question-mark line of a long torso
curving at the shoulder and straight at the
hip.

For warm eyes or a soft voice or a slow

walk--that·s all--a few hairs, a line, a
brightness, a sound, a pace, she gave up
family.

(Woman Warrior

8)

A dedicated lover, the aunt does her best t

her man.

She tries different

right c mbination"

osmetics t

(Woman Warrior
12

9).

h

"hit
li t n

pl a ·
n th
t

him, follows his ideas and totally gives herself to him.
Love makes her selfless and her heart is always on him.
Even when her affair is discovered and he joins the raid
against her home with other villagers, she protects him
by refusing to reveal his identity.

As Kingston

emphasizes, "to save her inseminator's name, she gave
silent birth" (Woman Warrior 11).
Obviously, according to the traditional Chinese
criteria, the aunt's adultery is absolutely immoral and
illegal.

As mentioned previously, a wife's loyalty and

submission to her husband, even a husband who is cruel
or perpetually absent, are the basic teachings of
Confucius.

While other Chinese "depended on one another

to maintain the real [the traditional society] ... [the no
name aunt had broken] the 'roundness'" (Woman Warrior
13), or, in other words, her action virtually attacks
Chinese patriarchal culture.

So the day the aunt

delivers her child, the whole village is shaken and
resentful, "for her infidelity had already harmed the
village'' (Woman Warrior 13).

Accused by the villagers,

abandoned by her lover and her whole family, she hobbles
along to the family drinking well, feeling herself
"without home, without a c mpanion, in eternal cold and
silence·· (Woman Warrior 14).

As a human being, th . aunt

needs love, caring and understanding d sperately; y t
she realizes it is impossible for her t

b

her clan.

urr und d by

As she kneels on the ground,
13

c

pt .d by

the well fence which she feels is a wall keeping her
away from these frenzied villagers, she gains a sense of
security.

Looking at her baby girl, however, she is

totally in despair.

Since females are devalued in the

old China, there is no hope of forgiveness for this
She does not want her child to take blame for

baby.

her; she cannot let her child be called a bastard and
live and die without identity.

Resolutely, to escape

this sexist humiliation, she carries the baby to the
family well and jumps in.
The no name aunt is punished, by her community and
culture, for having "a private life, secret and apart
from them [her clan]" (Woman Warrior 13).

She acts on

the idea of sexual freedom and thus violates the strict
code governing the conduct of women in the traditional
culture of China.

She attempts to pursue the self; such

a pursuit is against the nature of traditional Chinese
law.

As Paul John Eakin notes, in that culture, "there

is no place for the self--especially that of a woman"
(257).

Obviously, it is the traditional culture that

deprives the no name aunt of her rights of selfhood and
victimizes her.

Moreover, as Kingston points out, the

real punishment for the no name aunt is her "family,.s
deliberately forgetting her," which causes her ghost to
wander without home, without identity, with ut
name (Woman Warrior 16).
aunt.

"Don't tell

ny n

v t

y u h d

Your father does not want to hear h r n m ,

14

n

Kingston's mother says repeatedly (Woman Warrior 15).
Also, Kingston·s mother wants Kingston to keep this
tragedy in mind and to avoid dating in school.

In her

viewpoint, virginity is the most valuable quality in a
girl as marital fidelity is for a married woman; women
belong to men.

This idea precisely reflects the

traditional Chinese rule applying to women.

If a girl

is ever known to have an affair, she would be considered
as secondhand; no one in her home area would marry her.
However, if this affair were discovered after the
wedding ceremony, it would become ··a skeleton in the
cupboard'' and be kept confidential; but this woman would
have a miserable life in her husband's family and her
husband and her parents-in-law would leave her out in
the cold.

Similarly, a married woman having an extra

marital affair also receives severe punishment.

In I.he..

Woman Warrior, Kingston's aunt, having violated the
traditional rule, dies in tragedy and becomes a no name
ghost.
On the other hand, men in old China, though
required to conduct proper sexual behavior, were
relatively freer.

It was generally acceptable for both
The lover of

single and married men to go to a brothel.

no name woman, for instance, also commits adultery, but
he easily gets away under the protection

f a mal

dominated society.

ould

A married man, if h

and wanted to, could have what Kingst n
15

11

forJ t
in

I

Woman Warrior "little wives" (145), or concubines.
Usually, in this situation, the "big wife" (145) was
legally in a higher status than the "little wives," but
in reality, none of them were independent and they had
to subject themselves to the man and to follow his will.
It happened frequently in China that a husband picked up
a very young woman and stayed with her most of his life,
totally ignoring the "big wife," who, unfortunately, was
bound by the marriage bond and could neither ask for a
divorce nor look for a lover.

A ballad Kingston quotes

vividly depicts the nature of the traditional Chinese
culture:

"Marry a rooster, follow a rooster.

dog, follow a dog.

Married to a cudgel, married to a

pestle, be faithful to it.
193).

Marry a

Follow it"

(Woman Warrior

Once a traditional Chinese woman got married, she

must unconditionally serve and be loyal to her husband
all her life.

A woman who tried to break this law would

be ruthlessly punished, as in the case of the no name
aunt.
Obviously, the traditional Chinese law protects
men's privileges and deprives women of their identity
and human rights.
are men·s property.

Men are dominant over women; women
This idea penetrated the whole

traditional Chinese society and allowed Chinese m n to
dis�ard their wives at will.

On the other hand,

traditional Chinese women, including those wh
to other countries, were raised on p triar h Lt
16

migrat 1
hin

and are very obedient to male supremacy.

This fact is

manifested in "At the Western Palace," the fourth
chapter of The Woman

Warrior.

Like the no name aunt, Moon Orchid, the sister of
Kingston's mother, also suffers the separation from her
husband who has gone to the Gold Mountain for a career.
Instead of looking for a lover as the no name aunt does,
Moon Orchid is faithful to her man and lives al ne in
Hong Kong.

She later comes to the United States through

the arrangement of Kingston's mother and, further
encouraged, she meets her remarried husband, attempting
to reclaim her legal right as a wife.

A traditional

minded woman, Moon Orchid does not understand that she,
according to the law of the United States, can sue her
husband and defend her right.

Taking advantage of her

weaknesses, the remarried man rejects his faithful wife
illegally but successfully.

Believing that a man has

the right to marry more than one woman, believing that
man is superior to woman, Moon Orchid "shrank from his
[her remarried husband's] stare; it silenced her crying"

(Woman Warrior 152).

She leaves her husband reticently

and later becomes insane, dying in an asylum.
Kingston's works also demonstrate that the sexism
in traditional Chinese culture is reflected not only in
man-woman relationships but also in the Chinese kin hip
sy tern which heavily stre ses the import nc
male.

f tl

The Chinese surname is passed on d wn tll
17

m l

line as it is in Western society.
greatest importance to a family.

A male heir is of
He is the future head

of a family and trained to be a business man or a
scholar like BaBa, the main character in China�.

A

girl, who is doomed to be a wife, mother and homemaker
for her future husband's family, is considered to be of
no substantial value to her natal family and is ignored
by her parents.

The proverbs in The Woman Warrior

precisely represent the attitude of sexism toward
females:

"There·s no profit in raising girls.

to raise geese than girls" ( 46) .

Better

"When fishing for

treasures in the flood, be careful not to pull in girl::: :"
(62).
Moreover, in old China, a Chinese female never had
her own identity.

When she was born, her name was not

recorded in her father's genealogy.

When she died, her

family surname was entered in the genealogical charts of
her husband's family.

In fact, ignoring a female's

birth is denying her identity and her selfhood.

In�

Woman Warrior Kingston relates how a boy·s birth is
celebrated while to her natural family, a girl's is of
no importance but a burden.

Without identity, without

social status, a Chinese woman has neither inheritanc
from her parents nor financial benefits at her husband's
home.

Obviously, by erasing her identity, }er selfh

and her social status, the tradition 1 Chii se

ultur

makes a Chinese female an oppressed in ivi u l 1 ad n
18

d,

an insecure life.

It was not rare that baby girls were

killed right after birth in traditional China.

The

birth and death of the no name aunt·s baby girl
demonstrate this inhuman side in China·s past.

The Woman Warrior. also exposes that traditional
Chinese culture deprives Chinese women of their right
to education.

A girl, according to the traditional

idea, is the property of another family, and her future
role is that of housewife and housekeeper who does not
need any schooling.

This helps to explain why most

Chinese women were illiterate before the communists
began to govern mainland China in 1949.

Kingston·s

mother represents this traditional Chinese idea as she
tells Kingston, "you can·t eat straight A's" (Woman
Warrior 46) .
Therefore, with no right to education, to
inheritance, and to marriage choice, a Chinese woman had
no freedom at all.

Moreover, she had to follow the

"Three Obediences" of the Confucian doctrine--a daughter
obeys her father; a wife obeys her husband; a widow
obeys her son.

As Kingston points out, "there is a

Chinese word for the female !--which is 'slave·" (Woman
Warrior 4 7) .
Raised in a traditional Chinese family, the
American-born Kingston herself has experi nc d sexist
injustice since her childhood.

For many y

not have brothers but two sisters, and h r
19

rs,
7

h

lil

r.n 1£ tl1•r,

a traditional-minded man, discriminated against women
intensely.

When these girls ate together at meal time,

as Kingston recalls,
the old man opened his eyes wide at us and
turned in a circle, surrounded.
tendons stretched out.
"Maggots!

His neck

"Maggots!"

Where are my grandsons?

grandsons!

Give me grandsons!

he shouted
I want

Maggots!"

He

pointed at each one of us, "Maggot!

Maggot!

Maggot!"

Then he

Maggot!

Maggot!

Maggot!

dived into his food, eating fast and getting
seconds.... He does that at every meal. (Woman

Warrior

191)

Eventually, the birth of a boy brings happiness to the
old man.

The family lavishly celebrates the boy·s

birthday and the old man spoils the boy and buys him all
kinds of toys and clothes.
Naturally, Kingston's brother feels home an
Eden while she and her sisters feel home a sick
place.

Having left home, Kingston "can breathe,"

feeling "the world somehow lighter" (ruwian Warrior 108).
Ironically, while family is a foundation for Chinese
social institutions, the Chinese woman is an out�ider
and becomes "an orphan" (China Men 258).

She has a

place neither in her natal home nor in her marital h m
In China Men, Kingston compares the homele s fe l'ng of
China's Homer, Chu Yuan, with hers.
20

F r politl

l

reasons, the legendary poet Chu Yuan was exiled from his
home country and "roamed in the outer world for the rest
of his life'' (256).

Similarly, a female, like Kingston,

from a traditional Chinese family, has "roamed" outside
her family like "an orphan" since the day she was born.
Not only does the ghost of the no name aunt wander in
search for her identity, but Kingston also did not have
any status in her parents· home.

While her baby brother

was honored with a Full Month Feast, Kingston did not
have this privilege, and her birth, like that of other
Chinese females, was entirely ignored.

Clearly,

traditional Chinese culture erases a female's identity.
This culture governs not only Chinese speaking
countries, but also overseas Chinese families such as
Kingston·s.
Moreover, to train a girl to be a qualified wife
for another family, traditional Chinese parents strictly
follow the teachings of Confucius--the "Three
Obediences" plus chastity, virginity and fidelity.
Kingston·s mother warns her high school daughter to keep
away from male students:

"What happened to her

[the no name aunt] could happen to you.
us.

Don·t humiliate

You wouldn't like to be forgotten aq if you had

never been born.

Warrior 5).

The villagers are watchful" (rt.QID.fill

Kingston·s father tells King t n th

punishment of Chinese law on the misbeh·vt r

f w m n:

"Chinese smeared bad daughters-in-law with h n y

2 J.

nd

tied them naked on top of ant nests.... A husband may
kill a wife who disobeys him.

(�n Warrior 193).

Confucius said that"

These teachings make young

Kingston feel like a slave, without freedom, without
status and identity.

She confesses her resentful and

wronged feelings in The
a bad girl.

Woman Warrior, saying, "'I'm not

I'm not a bad girl.·

I might as well have

said 'I'm not a girl"' (46).
If in Chinese-American culture sexism governed only
the realm of home, women could seek their emancipation
outside the home, for instance, in the working world.
However, patriarchal culture influences people all over
the world, even in the United States, a country which is
proud of its freedom and equality for all human beings.
Devaluation and exclusion of women is found everywhere.
After Kingston graduates from college, she is
discriminated against and fired by her male boss.

When

Kingston compares herself with her female ancestors, she
begins to realize that sexists are active in most
cultures all over the world.

The no name aunt is driven

to suicide by her villagers in China; Moon Orchid is
discarded by her Americanized husband; Kingston is
devalued and discriminated against by her parents and
boss in America.

Human beings are

.re ted equal; but

sexism makes women the second sex.
Ironically, Kingston, who lives in
but has neither her freedom in her traditi
22

fr
11

iety,
Chin

' .

family nor equality in employment from a working world,
eventually longs for the life of mainland Chinese women
which has changed dramatically after the communist
revolution.
abolished.

There the system of male supremacy has been
Both in ideology and practice, to a great

extent, women and men enjoy the same rights in divorce,
remarriage, inheritance, prop erty and employment.

The

changes of Chinese women·s life greatly inspire
Kingston.

With a desire for human rights, for freedom

and for equality, she picks up her pen and wages the
battle against sexism in her works.

23

Chapter II:

Cultural Conformity and Selfhood

The previous chapter has examined Kingston·s
portrayal of the roles of men and women in patriarchal
Chinese culture; in this chapter, the impact of crossing
cultures on Chinese immigrants, another theme in
Kingston·s Chjna Men and The Woman Warrior, will be

discussed at length.

As Robert Hall observes in Culture Symbolism in
Literat™, "since literature deals with human life and
actions [which are influenced by environment] ... [it] is
bound to reflect the cultural environment out of which
it has grown'' (12-13).

In The Woman Warrior and China

Msm, Kingston fully describes the influence of cross
cultural conflict, and portrays in detail the experience
of her people in a new country.

Illusion and reality,

hope and dismay, success and failure, Chinese11ees and
Americanness, all these are deliberately interwoven in
these two books, documenting th
of Chines

histori al exp rienc .

immigrants in the United Stat .s.

In the culture of the Unit d States, individual
independence, governed by two prin iples--freedom and
equality--is highly emphasized.

One le rn

childhood to see the world strictly

n

fr m

n ind'vidu l

basis.

For instance, children are encouraged very early

to feed and to dress themselves and to earn pocket money
themselves.

The idea of personal freedom penetrates all

kinds of social life, from joining a social club, to
choosing a job, a mate, a church or a college.

The self

is the soul of America, while conformity is the
foundation of China.
In contrast to Americans, the Chinese va lue mutual
dependence.

Parent-child, husband-wife, employer

employee, all these relationships are based on
conformity, for they believe that, without conformity,
interpersonal relationships cannot be developed and the
society will be unstable.

This concept directly

originates from Confucian ethical principles which
govern all aspects and levels of traditional Chinese
life.

The Chinese language possesses some vivid sayings

to describe the importance of mutual dependence, such as
pretty flowers need lovely leaves, a hero needs common
people, and so on.

Almost all traditional Chinese are

raised in the basic teachings of Confucius such as
loyalty, filial piety, courtesy, and fidelity.

To reach

and to maintain conformity, the traditional Chinese
perform loyally their duty to their families, employers,
and friends.

Any conduct against conformity will be

directly attacked, as in the case of the no name aunt i11

The Woman Warrior.

This ideal of c nf rmity l

traditional Chinese to s ek
25

ds th

pea J ful, harmoni u

nd

prosperous society through accepted standards and rules
of conduct.
Kingston·s

China Men

confirms that the traditional

C�inese culture continues to have a tremendous influence
on overseas Chinese.

Uncle Bun and Ed, Kingston·s

father, the two protagonists in China Men, present a
general picture of Chinese male immigrants in the United
States.
Before emigrating to the United States from China
and other countries, most Chinese people form an
unrealistic picture of this new land.

They imagine it

to be a sort of paradise, where the sun always shines,
and people lead an easy life free from worry.

Like

these people, Uncle Bun, a conformist, comes to America,
hoping to find peace and harmony.

However, the reality

of American life shatters his illusion as soon as he
arrives in this new land, and the impact of American
culture and customs pushes him into a dilemma.
Selfhood encourages people while conformity
discourages people.

So Uncle Bun has a terrible time in

food adjustment, a primary problem to Chinese
immigrants.

A vegetarian, he dislikes American foods

and refuses to touch most of them.

He only eats "greens

and browns," so "his stomach got thinner" (China Men
199).

As a saying vividly pictures Uncle Bun·s

situation:

one man·s meat is anotler m n·

People have been brought up to
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stick to them all their lives.

To most people,

especially to a conformist, changing their dietary
habits is out of the question.

So Uncle Bun is

frustrated and begins to miss the Chinese style of life.
Politically, Uncle Bun is a radical universal
Communist who is against individualist philosophy.

He

cannot put up with American reality, a self-centered
society which makes the rich become richer and the poor,
poorer; he deeply believes that only universal Communism
can bring about world peace and "end world hunger"
Also, with his fixed mind, he is

(China Men 194).

totally confused with daily American life:
people put garbage in plastic bags?
store the garbage.

It is crazy to

How can a boss "deny a worker his

job?'' (China Men 192).
and hand?

Why do

How can one own another's brain

He advocates that the poor should be

respected because they create culture, produce wealth,
and are more valuable than the rich.

Realizing the

unchangeable American social system, he is sadly
disillusioned.

Finally, beaten by American food,

conquered by American culture, customs, and social
system, Uncle Bun leaves this Gold Mountain and goes to
China.
However, as Kingston points out, Uncle Bun·s
"'returning· is not to say that he necessarily had
been there before" (China Men 200).
say that his "returning" is, in a
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his roots, to his habits, and to his culture and
customs.

Because conformity, the nature of traditional

Chinese culture, is against the principle of competition
and independence, the nature of American culture,
Uncle Bun's "returning" becomes inevitable.

His failure

in transition to American life indicates the intense
conflict between traditional Chinese culture and modern
American culture.
To further illustrate the challenge of modern
American life to her people, Kingston compares it in

China Men to the adventure of Robinson Crusoe.

To

Chinese immigrants, America is absolutely not the
paradise they have imagined but a sort of desert island
filled with adventures and struggles.

Like Uncle Bun,

many Chinese immigrants are conformists.

They are

alienated by American culture, customs, language, and
values; they feel lonely, frustrated, and hopeless.
They can never be a part of this culture unless they
make themselves so by giving up many Chinese values.
Ed, an Americanized Chinese, serves as an effective
example of this point.
In contrast with Uncle Bun, Ed, Kingston's father,
is an individualist.

An ambitious businessman, he

apprehends the importance of the transition t

American

society and makes himself, both in behavi r and
attitude, compatible with American society.
himself after Thomas Edison; he dress
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in the "best dress shirt, a silk tie, gray silk socks,
good leather shoes with pointed toes, and a straw hat"

(China Men 63).

He is very pleased with American life

with "no manners, no traditions, no wives" (China Men
61):

people can choose any life style they want; men

can live with women without getting married.

So he

dances "down the New York Public Library steps next to
one of the lions'' (China Men 63-64), acting on the dream
of "true love.

True life.

happiness·· (China Men 62).

The free pursuit of
Like his fellow man, Wang Tu

Ching, who believes in sexual freedom and gets French
girls pregnant in Paris (Chjna Men 62), Ed, during his
first fifteen years in the United States, goes to bars
and dances with American girls, thoroughly enjoying
American freedom while his wife lives alone in China.
Like his relative Mad Sao, another main character in

China Men, who, after becoming a successful entrepreneur
in America, buys a luxurious car and house but refuses
to support his mother, Ed prodigally spends money on
clothes but only grudgingly finances his lonely wife in
China.
An individualist, Ed believes in self-reliance and
self-assertion.
diligently.

He works hard and studies English

Like most Chinese immigrants, Ed also

experiences listle�s, restless

nd hopeless times.

H

loses his job, his J.aundry, and his h use; "his s vit g ·
[drain] away J.ike time" (China Mfill 248).
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kicks the door, smashes the mirror, and shouts at his
children.

However, it is selfhood which brings him

courage and self-respect; he decides to start his
business again; he buys a new laundry and finally
becomes successful.
As Carol Neubauer points out, among Chinese
immigrants, Ed is ''portrayed as affluent and accepted in
modern American life ... [representing] thousands who
endured disappointment and defeat to make a successful
Great

transition to life on the Gold Mountain'' (33-34).

Uncle, a minor character in China Men, proclaims his

decision after years adjusting to American culture,
''I've decided to stay in California.... This is my home.
I belong here'' (184).

Ed also, demonstrating selfhood,

both physically and spiritually, has shifted his home
from China to America.
As Moon Orchid's remarried husband, a successful
surgeon, confesses,
person.

''I had turned into a different

The new life around me was so complete; it

pulled me away''

(Woman Warrior 154).

Similarly, the

Americanized man Ed, as Kingston notices, fixes himself
in the present (China Men 9), abandons his Chineseness
and becomes aggressive, easygoing, selfish, egotistical.
As Francis L. Hsu observes,
[to] a majority of Americ ns.... Th

mo�t

important concern of every indiv du 1 i
interest, self-expr ssion, s 1£-d v J
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self-gratification, autonomy, and
independence. (112)
Ed, a successful Chinese immigrant who possesses all
these American characteristics, undisputedly
demonstrates that pursuing selfhood is the only way to
success in the United States.
Ed"s success also indicates that the traditional
Chinese culture, though it discourages selfhood with its
patriarchal nature, fosters the sense of independence in
men by setting them in a position as the head and
supporter of a family.

This helps Chinese male

immigrants generate the sense of self-reliance, self
respect, and self-assertion, which enables them to adapt
to American culture.
If Chinese male immigrants have extraordinary
difficulty adjusting to American life, Chinese female
immigrants, who always play the role of followers and
are never allowed to have a sense of selfh od, often
feel it impossible to accept American society.
Patriarchal ideology, which dominates not only the old
China but in many ways this free country America, makes
Chinese American women"s life more painful, for they are
challenged, as Albert E. Stone observes, by "tensions
between old conventions and new circumstan es, betw en
rigid social stereotypes and the urge t
in w d

'' (23).
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conformists but men·s slaves, American culture demands
them to be independent individu�lists.

In The Woman

Warrior and China Men, this cultural conflict is

particularly reflected by Chinese female immigrants·
attitudes towards dating and marriage.
Traditionally, conformity is a principle in Chinese
sexual relationships; fidelity in marriage is always
prior to any other qualities and virtue is more valuable
than appearance.

Chastity, particularly female

chastity, is of highest importance in Chinese sexual
relationships.

As in the case of the no name aunt,

extra-marital sexual behavior is widely considered as
illegal and immoral regardless of the circumstances; and
romantic love is more likely regarded as a scandal and
infidelity.

It is not uncommon that a Chinese couple

live separately for many years but remain faithful to
each other.

For them duty to the marriage is more

important than anything else.
The no name aunt·s affair would probably have been
ignored or considered normal and understandable had it
happened in the United States, because individual needs,
freedom and willingness are emphasized by law as well as
by social education.

Self-assertion, independence,

aggressive behaviors--the self-centered de ds

nd

motivations are generally accepted as po itiv
Contrarily, traclitional Chinese philos ply d
recognize a person as an individual 11
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others.

To the Chinese, a person is, like a molecule,

only a part of a union and a clan.

Therefore, one·s

activities, successes or failures, are closely connected
with the union to which one belongs.

Any self-centered

ideas contradict this traditional concept and will be
immediately attacked.

So in the traditional Chinese

view, a married woman, like the no name aunt, involved
in an affair, disgraces not only her name but her whole
family and her clan.
said anything.

As Kingston's mother says, "no one

We did not discuss it [the tragedy of

the no name aunt]" (Woman Warrior 3).

The event of the

villagers· attack is further evidence of the adherence
of Chinese people to the traditional rules.

Truly, in a

traditional Chinese village, "one human being flaring up
into violence could open up a black hole, a maelstrom
that pulled in the sky"

(Woman Warrior 12).

In the modern American view, a happy marriage is
based on love, living together, and sharing the same
interests.

Among these three essentials living together

plays a key role.

Americans cannot imagine a married

couple sustaining a relationship if they separate for a
long time.

American law also affirms this belief and

grants a divorce in cases of married couples separating
for a period of time.

Therefore, to most Americans, th

no name aunt's behavior is not only und rst ndabl

but

acceptable, because the aunt stands by her riglt,
properly and legally.

On the other h rid, M
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loyalty will not be appreciated by many American people.
She is regarded as weak, clumsy, and unsociable.
According to the modern American life style, dating
is merely a social activity and, increasingly, a game of
sex.

Young people, like high school students, are not

only encouraged to date but to have sexual experience by
some parents, hoping to get access to a compatible
partner and to avoid unnecessary marital failure.
According to Erwin 0. Smigel and Rite Seiden, in modern
America,

''sexual standards appear to be in a period of

transition.

'What was done by a female in 1925 acting

as a rebel and deviant can be done by a female in 1965
Truly, young American women do

as a conformist··· (293).

not regard themselves as sexless angels.

Remaining a

virgin before marriage, or remaining a widow, seems to
them something irrelevant to morals, but rather a kind
of personal preference.

The idea of sexual freedom also

influences Kingston, making her hold a different
attitude from her siblings· toward the no name aunt.
To the Chinese dating is a serious initial step
toward marriage.

Since the marriage brings a new member

to a clan, all aspects of the two people, the
educational background, occupation, and family origin,
are carefully considered before starting dati1g.
Besides, unlike American marital adjustment, wl i h
i� exclusively a matter between a man
choice of Chinese marriage partners i
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parents· business and their decision, in most cases, is
final.

To the Chinese no relationship but the one with

their parents is permanent, while to Americans any
relationship is individually determined.

In The.......Woman

Warrior, Kingston's mother tries to arrange Kingston's
marriage and orders her to leave home when her decision
h.: rejected.

In China &n., Mad Sao, a successful

Chinese immigrant, is called "an unfaithful son" (173)
simply because he stays with his wife in America all the
time and does not visit his aged mother in China.
die happy if you come home.

"I. 11

Why don't you do your duty?

I order you to come back .... You can find a second wife
here too," says his mother (172).

These words

particularly represent the nature of the Chinese family
system--the parent-child relationship is prior to and
superior to any others.
In China the principle of exclusive dating
relationships is widely practiced and is recognized as a
criterion in judging a person's behavior.

It is

considered as self-degradation if a person dates several
people at the same time, to say nothing of having sexual
intimacy.

In addition, people under age eighteen, for

instance, high school students, are strictly forbidden
In T.M

to date by their parents and their teachers.

Woman Warrior, Kingston·s moth r, a highly-edu
traditional-minded woman, cannot accept th

Am ri

dating system which involves pr m· rit l s xual
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activities.
date:

She forbids her high school daughter to

"Now that you have started to menstruate,

what happened to her [no name aunt] could happen to
you.

Don· t humiliate us" ( 5).
Obviously, these two cultures have quite different

life styles.

The adjustment from one to another must be

extremely difficult and almost impossible.

The Chinese

female immigrants like Moon Orchid and Brave Orchid, who
have followed the Confucian doctrines of "Three
Obediences" with the emphasis on self-sacrifice since
their childhood, naturally feel America, with its
emphasis on individualism, is like a "terrible ghost
country"

(Woman Warrior 104), characterized by

self-interest.

Therefore, impacted by the cultural

conflict, they strongly believe they can never be a part
of this country.
another chapter of

This feeling is vividly described in

The Woman Warrior, "At the Western

Palace," the story of Moon Orchid.

Moon Orchid is Kingston·s aunt, who comes to
America to re-claim her right to marriage.

She is a

timid, undetermined, and traditional-minded woman, used
to leading a peaceful and secure life in China.

When

she arrives in America, she is immediately shocked by
the harsh, fashionable, and indifferent s ciety:

peopl

are aggressive, self-centered, and competitiv ; w m n,
old and young, wear jewelry and cosmeti s; th
are decorated oddly; people speak a "gho · t l n ·u·
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(Woman Warrior 98).

She feels as if she were in a

nightmare and had "entered the land of ghost ti;" she is
totally lost.

As she confesses, "I'm scared.... I want

to go back to Hong Kong" (Woman Warrior 125).

Obviously, a conformist and traditionalist, Moon
Orchid cannot abandon her Chineseness and become an
individualist; she is unable to adjust to the American
culture and live independently.

When she meets her

remarried husband, both recognize a sharp contrast
between them:

wrinkled, aged woman versus young looking

man; motionless eyes versus "rude American eyes
silence versus eloquence.

"I'm living like an

American," her remarried husband says; "you became
people in a book I had read a long time ago....It's a
mistake for you to be here.

You can't belong.

You

don't have the hardness for this country'' (Woman Warrior

153-54).
Truly, adapting to the American life is not easy
for traditional Chinese female immigrants.

Even a

person as hardened as Brave Orchid, the author's mother,
also loses the war in this new land.

Though she is

alert, intelligent and ambitious, she is unal le to adapt
to the America1 ways, the "ghost ways" (Woman Warrior

149).

She is a well-known surgeon in China; however,

with no command of English she cannot pra ti e surgery
openly.

Not understanding the American 1 .w

regain her sister Moon Orchid's leg 1 right t
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Isolated in her home, traditional-minded, she does not
understand America·s values of liberty, equality, and
opportunity.

While she claims that her American born

son "can't understand business begun in China" (Woman

Warrior 151), she is unaware that she does not
understand American business.

Therefore, a

traditionalist, Brave Orchid fails to adjust to American
culture and customs, becoming a heroine diminished by
the American reality and defeated again and again in
this "ghost country."

Her plan to get back the legal

right of her sister Moon Orchid as a "big wife" is
destroyed by her Americanized brother-in-law.

Her

attempt to arrange her daughter's marriage is rejected
by her American-minded daughter and results in breaking
down the mother-daughter relationship.

Brave Orchid's

failure in America, in fact, is the failure of a
conformist and a traditionalist.

As Suzanne Juhasz

points out, although Brave Orchid is still brave to face
all challenges, "in her daughter's memory she is no hero
but a very ordinary woman" (181); or, more specifically,
she becomes a slave, a slave of the laundry and of the
farm.
The experiences of these two sisters also indicate
the tremendous influence of traditional Chinese culture
on the Chinese female immigrants.

Like traditi n 1

women, the two sisters never resent being tr
second sex, while feminists are seeking
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women·s rights.

Moon Orchid is satisfied with her life

in China and does not see any misbehavior in her
remarried husband:

"He's given me so much money.... And

he's supported our daughter too.... I can·t bother him.
I mustn·t bother him"

(Woman Warrior 125). And Brave

Orchid discourages her daughter from being a straight
"A" student and urges her to be a housewife.

Clearly,

both sisters are unable to abandon their roles as
housekeepers and they do not demand the change of their
social status.

Therefore, as conformists and

traditionalists, they cannot be accepted by America·s
society, which emphasizes selfhood and individual
independence; they lead a demeaning life in this new
land.

Moon Orchid loses her peaceful life in Hong Kong

and has a nervous breakdown in America; Brave Orchid, a
professional surgeon in China, becomes a laundry and
farm worker in America; they have been victimized not
only by traditional Chinese culture, to a certain
extent, but also by American culture.
If traditional Chinese culture does not allow the
first generation of Chinese female immigrants like Moon
Orchid and Brave Orchid to adapt to Ameri an culture,
the second generation, the young Chinese American wom n
like Kingston, influenced by their families· traditional
value�, also have to make a painful adjustm it.
As Amy Ling notices, Kingston·s The Woman Warrior
"is the record of her struggle to come t
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the elements of her Chinese background and their uneasy,
often conflicting, relationship to her American self"
(162).

Yet, owing to her American education, Kingston

achieves selfhood, abandons conformity, and becomes an
Americanized individual.
Raised in a traditional Chinese immigrant family,
Kingston has firsthand experiences in understanding the
As she says in The Woman

cross-cultural conflict.

Warrior,

"those of us in the first American generations

have had to figure out how the invisible world the
emigrants built around our childhoods fits in solid
America" (5).

For instance, she is even confused with

the American pronoun "I":
I could not understand ·r. ·

The Chinese ·r·

has seven strokes, intricacies.

How could the

American ·r, · assuredly wearing a hat like the
Chinese, have only three strokes, the middle
so straight?

Was it out of politeness that

this writer left off strokes the way a Chinese
has to write her own name small and crooked?
No, it waH not politeness;
and ·you· is lower-case.

·r·

ls a capital

(Woman Warrior

166)

Here Kingston pictures the two different cultural
attitudes toward selfhood.

As mentioned previou ly,

individual freedom or selfhood is a principl. d min ting
all aspects of American life.

Under thiB prin ipl ,

n

individual is freer from the bond of f mily, in kin ·l lp
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as well as in association; he/she has greater social
flexibility.

So in America, an independent action is

generally understandable and acceptable.

Self-reliance

and independence, to Americans, are absolutely
necessary, and conformity is bad and degrading.

Members

of the American family share more friendship than
kinship and they are less hesitant to break this
relationship when their selfhood is hurt, as in the
cases of the rebellion of Kingston against her mother
and Mad Sao·s rejection of his mother.
By contrast, the Chinese value humility and
obedience.

The young should respect the aged, women

should obey men, students should listen to teachers,
people should be humble.

All these Confucian teachings

are the moral standards in traditional China, both in
legislation and daily life.
Under the influence of Chinese traditional
teachings, Kingston develops low self-esteem.

She gets

zero on an IQ test, partly because the test is in
English which she is unable to understand, and partly
because she is scared of the "ghost language."
Talking--the symbol of voice--is the key to learning a
foreign language, while the traditional Chinese
teachings keep Kingston silent in public.

However,

encouraged by American teachers, she beginH to spe k up
and achieve selfhood.

With the sense

achievement, she breaks the silence and
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diligently, and eventually becomes a straight "A"
student in high school.
But her academic achievements do not lead Kingston
easily into American social life.

"You ought to develop

yourself socially as well as mentally," advise the
American teachers (Woman Warrior 196).

Hesitation,

submission, nonaggressiveness, all these characteristics
she inherits from her ancestors alienate her from the
social life of American schools, especially sports.
Because sports are competition, they demand ambition,
aggressiveness, and a strong will.

All these are self

related, and all these are contrary to conformity and
passivity--the principle of traditional Chinese culture.
Unsociable behavior and low self-esteem not only
lead Kingston to fail in sports but also will block her
road to a successful career.

Again it is her American

teachers who make Kingston realize that to be a winner,
she must transform herself from the faint, obedient
and dependent Chinese female to the capital American
"I," which stand for selfhood, independence and self
reliance.
As Kingston becomes anxious to transform herself
from a Chinese female "I" to an American individual, sh
becomes misogynist-minded.

She is disgusted by her

"weak neck," and yearns for "a stout neck" (rtQID.fill.

Warrior 176).

She grows her "hair long to hid

it in

case it was a flower-stem neck" ( Woman Warriox::. 1 '/6); i-;li
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derides her Chinese classmate's "baby e_;oft" skin and her
"pink and white" cheeks, envying the Mexican and Negro
girls who are able to fight fiercely.

She wants to be

an individualist, but traditional Chinese teachings lead
her to doubt that a female can be an individualist.
On the other hand, Kingston's traditional family
continually stops her entry into American social life.
Her mother, for instance, always places restrictions and
limitations on her actions, aspirations, and activities.
"My American life has been such a disappointment" (Woman

Warrior 45), complains the teen-age Kingston.

In

addition, the tragedy of the no name aunt influences
Kingston so tremendously that for a long time, as she
remembers, "I hexed myself also--no dates" ( Woman

Warrior 12).

She fears that she would be denied by her

family had she accepted the boys' love, though,
instinctively, she wants to be attractive to and to be
loved by boys.
Influenced by American education and social life,
Kingston is anxiously searching for the American "I,"
desiring to be an individual who is independent, not
like a Chinese housewife dependent on her husband.

When

she begins to discern that her view of life and her
future role are different from her mother's, her
rebellion against her traditional family t ·
inevitable.

To refuse to play the r 1

m s

·f

houoekeeper, teen-age Kingston intention lly b 1:n1tJ m ,,, Lu
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and breaks dishes when asked to do housework.

She

rejects her mother's story about the no name aunt as a
moral lesson and asserts that she will date anyone she
likes, not caring if her mate·s "great-great-grandfather
died of TB ... [and not caring] if they were our enemies
in China four thousand years ago" (\�oman Warrior 201).
Moreover, she radically attacks the arranged
marriage by refusing to marry a man she dislikes.

In

doing so, she rejects her mother's authority, the
traditional Chinese culture, and defends women·s rights
in choosing a marital partner.

She further criticizes

the traditional Chinese society in which there is no
place for the self, especially no place for women.

She

directly expresses her respect for her no name aunt by
calling her "my forerunner"

(Woman Warrior 8).

Through

her aunt, Kingston learns the assertion of individuality
against a cultural code which demands conformity and
self-sacrifice.
"I" s:

She discerns the gulf between the two

the Chinese "I" embodying conformity which denies

the self and the American "I" representing individualism
which affirms the self.

To pursue her happiness and

freedom, Kingston leaves home, breaking the relationship
with her mother.

Since to the Chinese the parent-child

relationship is permanent, Kingston's leaving home, in
fact, becomes the act of breaking her link with h r
Chineseneso.
Kingston's strong feelings for l r n
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indicate the likenesses between them:

both have been

devalued by a sexist culture and sexists; both fight for
women·s liberation and battle against arranged marriage;
both are feminists and rebel against their families--the
no name aunt takes revenge against her family by
committing suicide in their well while Kingston breaks
her relationship with her mother and leaves home.
Naturally, Kingston becomes conscious of the no name
aunt·s "life branching into hers"

(Woman Warrior

8) .

Obviously, Kingston·s rebellion significantly
reflects the influence of American culture on her
journey to selfhood.

"All the time I was having to turn

myself American-feminine" (47), she confesses in The.

Woman Warrior.

Finally, using the American "I,"

she

proudly declares herself as an individualist:
[The American teacher] tell me r·m smart, and
I can win scholarships.

I can go into

colleges.... I can do all kinds of
things ....And they say I could be a scientist
or a mathematician if I want.

I can make a

living and take care of myself.... Not
everybody thinks r·m nothing.

I am not going

to be a slave or a wife. (Woman Warrior 201)
Indeed it is self-reliance, an important component of
the American dream, which makes Kingston an indep nd nt
and achieving woman.
Compared with her daughter, Br ve Or hid 1
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shadow sticking to her traditional Chinese customs and
maintaining the legends of both her Chinese and American
families.

And Kingston, as Amy Ling points out,

"between the pole of woman at; victim and at: victor, at:
humiliated and as heroic, as voiceless and as
singer ... makes her[self] a place" (162).
Kingston·s narrative voice in

Again,

The Woman Warrior

and

China Men presents a picture of a young ambitious

Chinese-American woman caught between two cultures.

Not

only does Kingston eventually complete the transition to
American life, she also becomes a "female avenger"

(Woman Warrior

43), an active feminist in the American

women's movement.
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Chapter III:

The Triumph of Selfhood

Discussing emancipated women, Wendy Martin writes,
a literary work should provide role-models, [and]
instill a positive sense of feminine identity by
portraying women who are ·self-actualizing,· whose
identities are not dependent on men'' (33).

All

Kingston"s heroines are characteristic of this ideal.
The no name aunt is seeking the self all her life; even
after she dies, her ghost still wanders in search of her
identity.

Fa Mulan, the Chinese legendary heroine,

recognizes her female power; therefore, she is able to
establish her selfhood and becomes a woman warrior.
Again, with self-respect, self-confidence, and self
achievement, Brave Orchid is able to become independent
and achieve greatness in China.

Similarly, having

developed the sense of selfhood, Kingston herself is
able to break the silence and speak up, becoming an
accomplished feminist writer.
As discussed in the previous chapters, recognizing
the self is a primary goal in Kingston"s The Woman

Warrior.

To reach this goal, feminist writers, like

Kingston, Ozick, and Walker, often present their

feminist ideology through sexual initiati

11,

in

for transcendence over stereotypical marr· d lif

u st
A·

Patricia Spacks notes in The Female Imagination,
feminist writers "make heroines of divorcees rather than
governesses; they depict themselves in print as
struggling for independence rather than for virtue'' (1).
The no name aunt proclaims herself as a rebel against
traditional Chinese culture as she seeks sexual love; Fa
Mulan breaks traditional law as she dresses as a man
joining the army; and Kingston herself becomes a rebel
against her traditional family by breaking the silence
and disclosing the story of the no name aunt publicly.
Though The Woman Warrior reflects that women have
suffered immensely from male-dominated society, Kingston
asserts that women are not inferior or powerless.

On

the contrary, she points out that women are potentially
powerful; perhaps because of this potential, Chinese
women "had to have their feet bound" (Woman Warrior 20).
She further declares in the book:
heroines, swordswomen'' (20).

"We could be

This sort of aggressive

tone governs The Woman Warrior's second chapter, "White
Tigers," from the beginning.

Instead of committing

suicide like the no name aunt, Kingston wants to be Fa
Mulan carrying her baby, fighting in the battlefield,
demonstrating female power, and returning "alive from
war to settle in the village" (Woman Warrior 24).
"White Tigers," Kingston's imaginative st ry of
victorious feminism in The Woman Warrior, is b se
the legend of Fa Mulan.

Fa Mulan becam
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a p pul r

figure in China not for her rebellion against
traditional law, but for her bravery, especially for her
filial piety.

However, Kingston interprets the heroine

as a feminist, who, as Paul John Eakin notices, sets the
young Kingston's imagination afire at once and that
"distance between them gives way to a merged identity in
Kingston's discourse, an 'J' who is Maxine-as-Fa Mu lan"
(260).
A little girl of seven, the "fantasy-Kingston"
(Eakin 260), led to the Mountain of White Tigers by a
mystic bird, receives Taoist education from an old
couple there and resolves to be a woman warrior.
Homesickness, rough weather, tough training and strict
discipline:

all these tests cannot beat this heroine.

After fifteen years in Taoist training, the "fantasy
Kingston'' becomes an individual possessing the mind and
power of a superhuman.

To let her aged and conscripted

father stay at home, she dresses herself like a man and
joins the army.

When confronting the local baron, the

tyrant who mistreats Han men and women, the woman
warrior proudly declares herself "a female avenger"

(Woman Warrior 42), and "slashed him across the face and

on the second stroke cut off his head'' (44).

Thus, the

woman warrior has avenged her people, especially the
women victims.

During her military service, she kills

numerous enemies and triumphantly returns to h r
village, welcomed with an honorable ceremony
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traditionally set for a son.
Obviously, the woman warrior achieves a grand
victory, yet her service, ironically, like the act of
the no name aunt, is absolutely illegal.

According to

the traditional law, the ''Chinese executed women who
disguised themselves as soldiers or students, no matter
how bravely they fought or how high they scored on the
examinations''

(Woman Warrior

39).

However, the

consequences of breaking taboos for the no name aunt and
Fa Mulan mark a sharp contrast between them--dishonor
and honor; denial and acceptance; victim and victor.
These demonstrate the author's primary purpose for
writing:

fighting against traditional Chinese culture

is the only way to regain female identity.
As the woman warrior describes herself when she
becomes pregnant during her military service, ''[I'm] a
strange human being indeed--words ['report a crime']
(53) carved on my back and the baby large in front'' (3940); in other words, she is a person of double status-
warrior and wife.

Obviously, the woman warrior is

depicted as the representative of women fighting on the
man-dominated battlefield regardless of how cruel and
bitter it is.
In the process of Kingston's transition from self
consciousness to feminist independence, F
her ideal and guiding light.

The Woman Warrior,
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As Kingston

Mulan l ec m
n

The swordswoman and I are not so
dissimilar.... What we have in common are the
words at our backs.

The ideographs for

Revenge are "report a crime" and "report to
five families."

The reporting is the

vengeance--not the beheading, not the gutting,
but the words.

(53)

As Kingston is discriminated against by her male boss
and loses her job, she recalls Fa Mulan, hoping to have
her power to show female dignity:

"If I took the sword,

which my hate must surely have forged out of the air,
and gutted him, I would put color and wrinkles into his
shirt" (!iQ.man Warrior 49).

Again, facing the intensive

discrimination against females from her people, and
inspired by the woman warrior, she cries out that "girls
are necessary too" (Woman Warrior 52).
In the contrast of Chinese society, before her
emigration, to some extent, the author"s mother, Brave
Orchid, is a living Fa Mulan, whose extraordinary
experience is recorded in the "Shaman," the longest and
central section of The Woman Warrior.

"Like the ancient

magicians who came down from the mountains" (Woman
Warrior 90), Brave Orchid breaks social taboos and
attends medical school in China for two y arfj, "without
servitude" and free from her "tyrant father's m th�r
with the bound feet or thread needles" (Woman Warrior
62).

A diligent and practical woman, Brav
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Or hid i

honored as a top student at a medical college and is
widely recognized as an eminent doctor.

A brave and

strong-minded woman, she believes in both the reality of
ghosts and the power of strong will which can conquer
the ghosts.

Besides, her appearance matches her name

perfectly---with "eyes strong as boulders, never
skittering off a face" (Woman
strong and practical woman.

Warrior

59), she is a

Undauntedly, she faces a

huge "sitting" ghost, which appalls the other students
in her dormitory, disputes it, and wins a victory.
After living alone for many years in China, Brave
Orchid comes to join her husband in the United States,
and undertakes all kinds of laundry work and farm labor
as a mother of six children.

Indeed, as Helen M. Bannan

notes, Brave Orchid is a woman of hardness and strength,
and she "had served as a model for her daughter's
entrance into other unknown territories·· (176).

Though

Brave Orchid is unable to adapt to American culture,
with her lifelong struggle against difficulties, she
does help Kingston to recognize the power of the self.
With the presentation of the no name aunt, Fa
Mulan, and Brave Orchid, The Woman Warrior demonstrates
Kingston's effort in building a female image, expressing
the growing consciousness of female selfhood, and
In

affirming female power in the male-dominated world.
fact, this book is not simply a record of her
interpretation of her life, but also her te tim ny
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f

turning a Chinese "We" into an American "I," and beyond
that, a transition from Chinese mutual dependence to
American feminist independence.
Suffering from sexism herself, Kingston is able to
feel the pain of the no name aunt and the shame of the
past silence:

"Tears dripped from my eyes, but blood

dripped from my fangs, blood of the people I was
supposed to love"

(Woman Warrior

199).

The no name aunt

should deserve sympathy and understanding from her
family and relatives; however, influenced by traditional
Chinese culture, Kingston initially joined her family"s
silence and "participate[d] in her punishment" (Woman
Warrior 16) .
As the ghost of the no name aunt haunts the author
constantly, reminding her of the sufferings of women in
a sexist world, Kingston, awakened by the feminist ideal
and selfhood, eventually tells the story of the no name
aunt publicly, declaring her rebellion against the
traditional family which has remained silent for years
to punish her aunt.

The name is one·s identity; to deny

one·s name is to deny one·s identity.
like cats and dogs have names.
person dies without a name!

Even some animals

How unjust it is that a

By exposing this injustice,

Kingston demonstrates that recognizing one·s selfhood is
the essential step toward women·s liberation.
As Kingston further mentions in
the Chinese communists "encourage
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Uts

The Woman Warr·
now to giv

ur

paper replicas [which symbolize the memory of the living
for the dead] to the spirits of outstanding soldiers and
workers, no matter whose ancestors they may be" (16).
To preserve a person·s memory, the family prepares food
for the dead annually.

This Chinese custom is still in

practice today, especially in the Lountry villages such
as the no name aunt·s.

Without a name the ghost of

Kingston·s aunt cannot have food from her family and
"remains forever hungry" ( �n Warrior 16) .
of the aunt,

In memory

"I alone devote pages of paper to her"

(16), says the author.

Clearly, here Kingston not only

acknowledges the no name aunt, but recognizes her as a
heroine, who dares to scorn the social conventions and
to identify herself as a human being demanding love both
spiritual and physical.

She criticizes the Chinese

patriarchal society which favors man and disfavors
woman.

Above all, by regaining the no name aunt's name,

Kingston directly attacks the moral standards of Chinese
culture.
Undoubtedly, the no name aunt is victimized by the
traditional culture and customs, but the underlying
meaning of her suicide is positive.

In traditional

China, committing suicide was a weapon used by m ny
rebels against society.

By "drowning herself in the

drinking water," she takes her revenge silently, for
"the Chinese are always very frightened of the dr wn d
one" (Woman Warrior 16).

In a sexist society lik
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traditional China, while women have no voice, and
freedom in pursuit of love is forbidden, the aunt·s
suicide speaks her rebellion against traditional
culture, her courage and determination in pursuing her
selfhood.

This act shocks her community tremendously.

Now, having achieved selfhood, Kingston herself
cries out her anger at a sexist world and demands
revenge for the victims of sexism.

She imagines herself

as a female avenger like the swordswoman, Fa Mulan:
"what we have in common are the words at our backs"
(Woman Warrior 52).

To get revenge, instead of using a

sword, Kingston picks up her pen:

"The ideographs for

revenge are 'report a crime· ....The reporting is the
vengeance--not the beheading, not the gutting, but the
words''(Woman Warrior 53).

To Kingston, using words, as

an act of selfhood, in the form of writing and telling,
is the most powerful weapon to fight against sexism and
to regain female rights.

By using the '''Four Valuable

Things'--ink, inkslab, paper, brush"

(China t1en 27),

Kingston emerges as a new woman warrior, a writer, an
avenger for women.
As a feminist writer, Kingston is fully aware that
sexism has no nationality and no color line, and that
women cannot win their rights overnight; they have a
continuing fight.

To struggle against the mal -

dominated society, to take revenge for wome11, to prov
women are not a second sex, Kingston ere tes T.ng A ,
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n

unforgettable male character in her China Men.

"On Discovery," the opening chapter of China Men,

vividly demonstrates the power of women through a man·s
Coming across the Pacific Ocean from China,

experience.

the Chinese Tang Ao gets lost in the Land of Women as
soon as he arrives in the United States.

Among all

these women, he acts like a carved figure, clumsy,
manipulated and powerless.

The women make up his face,

puncture his ears, bind his feet, and change his male
organ by feeding him women·s food.

When he cannot bear

the pain of footbinding, the song the women sing to ease
him is:

"Use aloe for binding feet and not for

scholars" ( China Men 4) .
It should be pointed out that footbinding is a
practice of traditional Chinese law upon women, which
keeps women subordinate to men and protects men·s
privileges.

As Judith Stacey observes in her article

"The Chinese Family Revolution and Feminist Theory,"
[A woman] with her feet literally mangled
expressly to restrain as well as to objectify
her person, [was] indoctrinated into
subservience while barred from education,
required to enter into a marriage arranged by
others, and most importantly, denied access to
either inheritance or gainful employ so that
she remained in a state of complete economic
dependency.

(402)
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Obviously, footbinding to Tang Ao means losing his male
identity, freedom, and independence.

After a period of

feminine training, Tang Ao becomes an ideal servant of
these women, totally submitting himself to the female
rulers.
Through Tang Ao, Kingston conveys to the reader her
feminist ideology:

male supremacy is a man-made image

and the female can be more powerful than the male; women
should have a big voice in society; women must recognize
their power and use their voice; in doing so, women must
have confidence and selfhood.
However, as William Heard Kilpatrick states in

Selfhood and Civilization, "no one is born a self, nor

is selfhood merely a matter of internal maturation.
Selfhood has to be achieved" (1).

He further states

that ''selfhood can be achieved only and necessarily in a
social milieu, and the surrounding culture enters
essentially into the process of achieving as well
into the resulting character achieved" (2).

,_,

ac,

In other

words, selfhood has to be achieved in a cultural
environment.
Pursuing her selfhood, to Kingston, is her main
effort in fighting against traditional Chinese culture,
and vividly reflects itself through her experience in
breaking the silence.
Speaking out represents the self.
writes,

As King st n

"talking and not talking made the differ n
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between sanity and insanity.

Insane people were the

ones who couldn't explain themselves'' (Woman Warrior
186) .

Silence marks weakness and selflessness while

talking is self-expression and creates selfhood.

To be

a heroine, one must command the power of speech.

Fa

Mulan enunciates the idea of disguising herself as a
man, answering the levy for her father, and winning
extraordinary honor.

She is a woman with a creative

mind, a loquacious tongue, and a glorious voice.

Her

"songs poured out and were loud enough for the whole
encampment to hear" (Woman Warrior 44).

She is

Kingston's ideal heroine who possesses not only physical
strength, but mental and spiritual power as well.

Fa

Mulan has proved that voice leads to survival, to
dignity, to freedom, and to liberation.
However, for a person like Kingston, raised in a
traditional Chinese family, breaking silence is a hard
spiritual test.

In China, people, especially women, are

considered unwise if they are talkative in public.
Therefore, in kindergarten, Kingston keeps silent all
the time, partly because she is unable to communicate
with other children in English and partly because she
fears the loss of her virtue if she is talkative. "The
Chinese say 'a read y tongue is an evil'" (Woman Warrior
164) and caution is a great virtue.

So in first grad�,

"squeaks come out of [Kingston's J throat" when sh
called on to read out loud (Woman Ward.or 165).
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it.s
I11

second grade her voice is "too soft or nonexistent" to
join the class play.

For the first three years in

elementary school, her "silence was thickest" (Woman
Warrior 166).

As she confesses in the book,

A telephone call makes my throat bleed and
takes up that day·s courage.

It spoils my day

with self-disgust when I hear my broken voice
come skittering out into the open.

It makes

people wince to hear it. (165)
Kingston's voice puzzles her teachers, who ask
Kingston to see a speech therapist.

But the result of

examination is "unpredictably normal" (Woman Warrior
172).

Encouraged by American teachers, and realizing

the importance of "self-assertion" (Woman Warrior 172),
Kingston "eventually found some voice, however
faltering" ( Woman Warrior 172).
Desiring a louder voice makes Kingston constantly
seek the self, and, as Deborah Homsher points out, "in
sixth grade her effort for voice and selfhood crests
when she tortures her Doppelganger" (95).

Worrying

about her reticent Chinese classmate, she shouts to her,
Don't you ever want to be a cheerleader?
pompon girl?
living?

Or a

What are you going to do for a

Yeah, you're going to have to work

because you can't be a housewife .... If y u
don't talk, you don't have a person lity.

(Woman Warrior

180)
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When Kingston pinches and afflicts the wordless
Chinese girl, she is virtually at war with her own low
self-esteem, the idea of feminine fragility which she
believes causes her voice to be like a "crippled animal
running on broken legs"

(Woman Warrior 169).

Undoubtedly, from silence to speech is a big change
which indicates Kingston·s growth in selfhood.

Yet, she

realizes that her voice is too soft, too low and too
"faltering"

(Woman Warrior 172) to be a cheer leader.

She can talk, but in a whisper.
Obviously, it is American education which awakens
in Kingston a sense of selfhood; it is the spirit of
American feminism which inspires the teen-aged Kingston
and pushes her to be an American female.

When she is

able to look at herself objectively, her sadness
deepens.

Like a young American career woman, Kingston

also has been "bedeviled by a dilemma that reflects the
split both within herself and her culture [female sub
culture]" (Friedman and Shade 6).

That career woman is

"torn between trying to vie with men in jobs, careers,
business, and government, and at the same time find her
identity as wife, mother, and woman'' (Friedman and Shade
2).

Kingston too is tortured by her sen se of being a

female:

female is a weaker sex which cauHes her low and

soft voice; a straight "A" girl is still a girl wh

d

not turn into a boy.
Kingston·s self-hatred and self-doubt ar
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the cross-cultural conflict, sexual discrimination and
oppression, but she can neither free herself from the
consciousness of low self-esteem nor transform herself
to the American capital "I" by means of self-hatred.
Conquered by "a mysterious illness... [living] like the
Victorian recluses" (Woman Warrior 182), Kingston is
unable to start junior high school and lies in her
sickbed for a year and a half.

She is in the middle of

two different "I"s·--the dependent Chinese "I" and the
The choice is hers but it

independent American "I."
does not come easily.

When she returns to school after

her recovery, she hardly knows how to talk.
As Robert Rolf emphasizes, "breaking the silence is
an abandonment of Kingston's Chineseness, for as she
says of her taciturnity as a schoolgirl,

'the other

Chinese girls did not talk either, so I knew the silence
had to do with being a Chinese girl'" (8).

Therefore,

the more Kingston talks, the less Chinese she becomes;
the more American education she receives, the wider the
gap is between her and her mother.

When Kingston,

inspired by romantic and adventure stories, talks about
her ambition to her mother, the mother·s response is
very discouraging:
"[what you say makes] no sense.
Madness.... Leave me alone.

I don·t feel like

hearing your craziness'' .... So I had to , tor,
relieved in some ways.
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I shut my mouth, but

I felt something alive tearing at my throat,
bite by bite, from the inside.

Soon there

would be three hundred things, and too late to
get them out before my mother grew old and
died.

(Woman Warrior 200)

Finally, when Kingston·s marriage to a wealthy but
mentally disabled man is arranged, the mother-daughter
relationship is broken.

As Margaret Miller observes,

Kingston ''finds she can no longer return home without a
sense of claustrophobia.... [She] feels that social
structures restrict instead of supporting her" (20).
Not only does Kingston refuse this arranged marriage,
but she criticizes her mother pungently.
mother for making her a "zero IQ."

She blames her

She tells her that

she is tired of hearing of traditional Chinese moral
standards.

She claims that, instead of being a slave or

a wife, she wants to go to college, to join clubs, and
to build her own career.

She is not talking; she is

shouting, with "the hardest ten or twelve things on my
[her] list [such as those mentioned above] all in one
outburst" (Woman Warrior 202).
Kingston·s refusal of the arranged marriage and
declaration that she intends to be an independent
person, in fact, stand as the turning point in her life.
She is no longer a Chinese American but an Ameri aniz d
Chinese.

Her voice is no longer whispering; h .r "thr

bursts open''

(Woman Warrior
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202).

By rejecting th

r l

t

of the traditional Chinese woman, Kingston makes a
distinction between herself and her mother.

Unlike her

mother, a heroine in China and a failure in America,
Kingston is the victor in both her traditional family
and modern America.
she wins her rights.

Rejecting the arranged marriage,
Discarding her Chineseness, she

becomes an independent individual.

Telling her family

tales, she becomes a successful writer, establishing her
career in a competitive society.

Unlike her mother,

Kingston cannot be satisfied or confined in home as a
housewife and domestic; she wants to "fly the highest,
[and to] reach the furthest" (Kingston, "Cultural Mis
readings" 64).

Like a bird flying out of the cage,

Kingston leaves a home which has kept her silent for
twenty years, and joins the American society, a free
world to which she belongs.

She wants to see, to think,

to judge freely and logically; she desires to recognize
herself as an individual independent from others.
In the process of searching for selfhood, Kingston
learns a basic truth--silence erases identity and voice
symbolizes selfhood and power.

As Paul John Eakin

points out, "language is not merely a means of self

expression, it is itself a mode of being, the primary
act of the self" (266).

Thus, through the stories of

the no name aunt, Moon Orchid, and Brave Orchid,
Kingston emphasizes the importance of voice

nd furth r

confirms that these characters have foster .d h r
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feminist sense.
The no name aunt perhaps could have survived if she
had been bold enough to speak out, thereby rejecting the
arranged marriage and choosing the right partner.

But,

confronting the hostility against and devaluation of
women in a sexist society, she is unable to stand up to
defend her human rights.
and dies silently

:3o she gives "silent birth"

(Woman Warrior 14).

Moon Orchid could

have won her right as a legal wife had she argued with
her husband and brought him to the courts.

However,

"all she did was open and shut her mouth without any
words coming out"

(Woman Warrior 152).

So she becomes

another victim of silence, dying in an asylum.
Brave Orchid has paradoxical effects upon
Kingston·s life.

With double status as a victor and

a defeated woman, she is, to her daughter, both a source
of power, and a cause of depression.
mentions in

As Kingston

The Woman Warrior, "she [Brave Orchid] said

I would grow up a wife and a slave, but she taught me
the song of the warrior woman, Fa Mulan" (20).

It is

Brave Orchid who discourages Kingston from talking and
who "cuts" Kingston's tongue to enable her to "talk
more, not less" ( Woman Warrior 202) .

It is a Chine1:5e

saying that cutting a stutter·s tongue helps him/her
talk.

While Brave Orchid loves Kingston "fundamentally"

(Woman Warrior 52), she underestimates women, p r 1st n

in her belief that women cannot be leaders but must be
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followers.

She is one of the traditional Chinese women

who, according to Judith Stacey, "often willingly
participated in their own oppression'' (402).

Again, it

is Brave Orchid who brings Kingston to the recognition
of female power but keeps her away from the Western
culture, and tries to force her to accept an arranged
marriage.

Yet, though she silences Kingston, she does

breed in her the talent for story telling.

Kingston

acknowledges her artistic debt to her mother in the
conclusion of The Woman Warrior:

"Here is a story my

mother told me... when I told her I also talk-story.

The

beginning is hers, the ending, mine" (206).
Kingston brings her memoir to a conclusion with the
parable of an ancient Chinese woman poet.

As a hostage,

the twenty-year-old woman poet Ts'ai Yen is confined in
a barbarian land where no one understands her language.
Therefore, this female poet, like Kingston, also suffers
from the difficulty of self-expression.

After yearning

for an understandable language for twelve years, she
finally uses her song which matches the high-pitched
music of flutes played by the barbarians.

It is her

song which makes the barbarians understand her feelings
and set her free.
According to Paul John Eakin, "only some of them
[Chinese female immigrants], however, survive the
transcultural quest for selfhood, and these are the
who can explain themselves, can tell their list " (27 ).
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Ts'ai Yen and Kingston serve as effective examples.
Having achieved selfhood, Ts'ai Yen is able to live
among the barbarians for many years, constantly seeking
her freedom.

With selfhood, Kingston is able to free

herself from the bondage of traditional Chinese culture,
breaking the silence and recognizing her self-worth.
Both women establish their female identities and confirm
their female power through self-conciousness and self
assertion; both women discover the power of voice and
employ it in the process of self-searching.

Therefore,

The Woman Warrior, beginning with a silent woman victim,
ending with a songful victor, fulfills its author·s
literary intention--through words, the symbol of
selfhood, a woman can become a woman warrior.
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Conclusion

One of the important feminist viewpoints on art is,
as Kate Millett states, that ''the art must help people
understand what the female experiences .... What it's
like, what you think, how it operates.
like to be us'' (1).

What it feels

In other words, literature must

express female experience authentically.
Maxine Hong Kingston precisely fulfills this

feminist idea in her The Woman Warrior and China Men.

Through her characters, especially through her female

characters, Kingston explores and confirms the role,
function and power of selfhood in human life.

The

conflict of the two cultures, the actions of the
characters, and the results of these actions, are all
tied to the development of selfhood in these two books.
Denying women's selfhood, sexists are able to exploit
and oppress women; lacking selfhood, Chinese immigrants
lead a degrading life in America while those with
selfhood become successful; achieving selfhood, women
can liberate themselves and win victory over sexism.
An accomplished writer, Kingston vividly
demonstrates selfhood as playing a key role in her life
and verifies this concept by her writing.

Since

autobiography is a direct form of self-expr ssion,

means of making the private public, most
autobiographers, as Estelle C. ,Jelinek notices, "write
obliquely, elliptically, or humorously in order to
camouflage their feelings'' (15).

Yet, Kingston does not

shun her own inner peculiarities and fit herself into
patterns of behavior and character suggested by the
ideas and ideals of her time, because she confidently
believes ''in the timelessness and universality of
indivictual vision" (Kingston, "Cultural Mis-readings"
65).

She examines and unveils the inner world of

herself as well as of her family, identifying her
feminist position in totality.
especially through her

Through her writings,

The Woman Warrior,

she explicitly

expresses her intensive feelings of love, hate, anger,
and grievance.

By exploring women's suffering from a

dominant patriarchal society, as Amy Ling points out,
Kingston attacks "the falsities of the historical past,"
enabling "Chinese-American women and all women who read

The Woman Warrior

with female sensitivity" (26) to

recognize their power, to employ their power, and to
achieve their greatness.
As Elaine Showalter notes, women's "liberation
involves hard choices;

... it begins and ends with the

self; the self-knowledge depends upon contact with the
real world'' (5;.

All Kingston's female characters have

faced the choices between housekeeper and swordswoman,
dependence and independence, conformity
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nd

individualism.

The no name aunt tries to be an

individualist; however, unable to be brave enough to
defend her human rights, she dies.

Moon Orchid is a

dependent individual and a conformist, who is unable to
live independently, so she becomes a victim of crossing
cultures.

Brave Orchid is an individualist, a real

heroine in China, but she cannot abandon her traditional
ideas about the dependence of women; therefore, she
becomes a defeated person in America.

Only Fa Mulan,

the woman warrior, is Kingston's full model, who
demonstrates female power through self-confidence, selfreliance, and self-achievement.

In addition, through

her male characters, such as Uncle Bun and Ed, Kingston
further affirms and emphasizes the importance of
selfhood in human life.
Clearly, with the exploration of the importance of
selfhood in the life of the characters, The

Woman

Warrior and China Men become spiritual works for those

seeking women's liberation.

As Kingston says in a

conversation with Phyllis Hoge Thompson, "a biographer
is not an archivist.
shaper'' (6).

A biographer is an artist and a

Truly, with her talent, her female

sensibility, and above all, with her great desire for
human dignity, human rights, pursuit of the self and
recognition as an individual, Kingston makes a place for
herself in modern American literature and in the women'
movement.
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